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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we analyse the structure of optimal solutions of the
variational problem
T Tf w t , w9 t , w0 t dt ª min w g A , P .  .  .  . .H x , y
0
where T ) 0, x, y g R2,
T 2, 1 w xA s ¨ g W 0, T : ¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 s x , ¨ T , ¨ 9 T s y , 4 .  .  .  . .  .  .x , y
1.1 .
2, 1w x. 1W 0, T ; C is the Sobolev space of functions possessing an inte-
grable second derivative and f belongs to a space of functions to be
described below.
 .The interest in variational problems of the form P stems from the
theory of thermodynamical equilibrium for second-order materials devel-
w x w xoped by Coleman, Marcus, and Mizel 6 and Leizarowitz and Mizel 8 .
Denote by A the set of all continuous functions f : R3 ª R such that
<  . < < <for each N ) 0 the function f x, y, z ª ` as z ª ` uniformly on the
893
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 . 2 < < < < 4set x, y g R : x , y F N . For the set A we consider the uniformity
which is determined by the base
E N , « , G s f , g g A = A : .  .
< <f x , x , x y g x , x , x F « x g R , x F N , i s 1, 2, 3 , .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 i i
y1 y1w xf x , x , x q 1 g x , x , x q 1 g G , G .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
3 < < < <x , x , x g R , x , x F N , 1.2 .  . . 51 2 3 1 2
w xwhere N ) 0, « ) 0, G ) 1 7 . Clearly, the uniform space A is Hausdorff
w xand has a countable base. Therefore A is metrizable 7 . It is easy to verify
that the uniform space A is complete.
 . 4  .Let a s a , a , a , a g R , a ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 and let a , b , g be1 2 3 4 i
positive numbers such that 1 F b - a , b F g , g ) 1. Denote by
 .M a , b , g , a the set of functions f g A:
< < a < < b < <g 3f w , p , r G a w y a p q a r y a w , p , r g R ; 1.3 .  .  .1 2 3 4
f , ­ fr­ p g C 2 , ­ fr­ r g C 3 , ­ 2 fr­ r 2 w , p , r ) 0 .
for all w , p , r g R3 ; 1.4 .  .
w . w .there is a monotone increasing function M : 0, ` ª 0, ` such that forf
 . 3every w, p, r g R
sup f w , p , r , ­ fr­ w w , p , r , ­ fr­ p w , p , r , ­ fr­ r w , p , r 4 .  .  .  .
< < < < < <gF M w q p 1 q r . 1.5 .  . .f
 .  .Denote by M a , b , g , a the closure of M a , b , g , a in A and con-
 .sider any f g M a , b , g , a . Of special interest is the minimal long-run
a¨erage cost growth rate
Ty1m f s inf lim inf T f w t , w9 t , w0 t dt : w g A , 1.6 .  .  .  .  . .H x 5Tªq` 0
where
2, 1 wA s ¨ g W 0, ` : ¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 s x 1.7 .  .  . 4.  . .x loc
2, 1w .. 1and W 0, ` ; C denotes the Sobolev space of functions possessing aloc
locally integrable second derivative.
 .It is easy to verify that m f is well defined and is independent of the
2, 1w ..  .initial vector x. A function w g W 0, ` is called an f -good configura-loc
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f T w   .  .  ..  .x tion if the function F : T ª H f w t , w9 t , w0 t y m f dt T gw 0
 .. 2, 1w .. f0, ` is bounded. For every w g W 0, ` the function F is eitherloc w
bounded or diverges to q` as T ª q` and, moreover, if F f is a boundedw
 <  .  .. < 4 w xfunction then sup w t , w9 t : t g R, t G 0 - ` 11, Proposition 3.5 .
w x  .Leizarowitz and Mizel 8 establishes the existence of a periodic f -good
 .  .   .configuration for every f g M a , b , g , a satisfying m f - inf f w, 0, s :
 . 24 w xw, s g R . In 10 it was shown that this result is valid for every
 .f g M a , b , g , a .
w x  .In 11 we studied the structure of f -good configurations and estab-
 .lished the existence of a set F ; M a , b , g , a which is a countable0
 .intersection of open everywhere dense sets in M a , b , g , a such that for
 .every f g F and every f -good configuration w,0
z g R2 : w t , w9 t ª z for some sequence t ª ` as j ª ` .  . . 5j j j
s H f , .
 . 2where H f ; R is a compact set depending only on the function f.
w xConsider any f g F . An optimal solution ¨ : 0, T ª R of the varia-0
 .tional problem P always depends on the integrand f and on x, y, T. We
say that the integrand f has the turnpike property if for large enough T the
dependence on x, y, T is not essential. Namely, for any « ) 0 there exist
< < < <constants L , L ) 0 which depend only on x , y , « such that for each1 2
w x   .  .. w x4t g L , T y L the set ¨ t , ¨ 9 t : t g t , t q L is equal to the set1 1 2
 .H f up to « in the Hausdorff metric.
More formally we say that an integrand f g F has the turnpike property0
if for each bounded set K ; R2 and each « ) 0 there exist numbers
L ) l ) 0 such that for each T ) 2 L, each x, y g K and an optimal
w x  .solution ¨ : 0, T ª R for the variational problem P ,
w x w xdist H f , ¨ t , ¨ 9 t : t g t , t q l F « for each t g L, T y L . 4 .  .  . . .
  . .Here dist ?, ? is the Hausdorff metric .
The turnpike property is well known in mathematical economics. It was
studied by many authors for optimal trajectories of a von Neumann]Gale
 w xmodel see Makarov and Rubinov 9 and for optimal trajectories of convex
 w x.autonomous systems see Carlson, Haurie, and Leizarowitz 5, Chap. 4, 6 .
In the control theory the turnpike property was established by Artstein
w xand Leizarowitz 1 for a tracking periodic problem. Asymptotic turnpike
properties for optimal control problems with infinite time horizon were
w x w xstudied by Carlson 3 and Carlson, Haurie, and Jabrane 4 .
 .In this paper we consider the topological subspace M a , b , g , a ; A
with the relative topology and establish the existence of a set F ; F0
which is a countable intersection of open everywhere dense sets in
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 .M a , b , g , a such that every f g F has the turnpike property with the set
 .H f being the attractor.
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS
< < nWe denote by ? the Euclidean norm in R . For t ) 0 and ¨ g
2, 1w x. w x 2W 0, t we define X : 0, t ª R as¨
w xX t s ¨ t , ¨ 9 t t g 0, t . 2.1 .  .  .  . .  .¨
2, 1w ..We also use this definition for ¨ g W 0, ` .loc
 . 4Fix a s a , a , a , a g R and positive numbers a , b , g such that1 2 3 4
 .a ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 , 1 F b - a , b F g , g ) 1. We denote byi
 .  . 3M a , b , g , a the set of continuous functions f s f w, p, r : R ª R0
 .  . 3satisfying 1.3 for any w, p, r g R .
 .  .Denote by M a , b , g , a the set of all functions f g M a , b , g , a :1 0
 .  . 2the function f w, p, r is convex in r for all w, p g R ;
the function ­ fr­ r : R3 ª R is continuous;
w . w .there exists a monotone increasing function M : 0, ` ª 0, ` suchf
that
< < < < < <g 3f w , p , r F M w q p 1 q r for all w , p , r g R . 2.2 .  .  .  . .f
 .  .We consider the topological subspaces M a , b , g , a , M a , b , g , a ;1
 .A which have the relative topology. The set M a , b , g , a is the closure1
 .  .of M a , b , g , a in A and the set M a , b , g , a was defined in the1
Introduction.
We consider the functionals of the form
T2fI T , T , w s f w t , w9 t , w0 t dt , 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .H1 2
T1
2, 1w x.  .where y` - T - T - q`, w g W T , T , and f g M a , b , g , a .1 2 1 2 0
 .Let f g M a , b , g , a . Of special interest is the minimal long-run1
 .  .a¨erage cost growth rate m f defined by 1.6 . By a result of Leizarowitz
w x  .   .xand Mizel 8, p. 164 m f g y`, f 0, 0, 0 .
2, 1w ..  .A function ¨ g W 0, ` is called an f -good configuration ifloc
 < f  .  . <  .4sup I 0, t , w y tm f : t g 0, ` - `.
 . f 2For f g M a , b , g , a and T ) 0 we consider the function U : R =0 T
R2 ª R which is defined as
U f x , y s inf I f 0, T , w : w g AT . 2.4 .  .  . 4T x , y
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 . 2For every f g M a , b , g , a , every x g R and every T ) 0 we set0
s f , x , T s inf U f x , y : y g R2 . 2.5 .  .  . 4T
w xLeizarowitz and Mizel 8 established the representation formula
f f f fU x , y s Tm f q p x y p y q u x , y .  .  .  .  .T T
x , y g R2 , T ) 0 , 2.6 . .
f 2 f 2 .  .  .where p : R ª R and T , x, y ª u x, y x, y g R , T ) 0 are contin-T
uous functions,
f f 2p x s inf lim inf I 0, T , w y Tm f : w g A x g R , .  .  .  . 5x
Tª`
2.7 .
f 2 .u x, y G 0 for each T ) 0, each x, y g R , and for every T ) 0, everyT
2 2 f  .x g R there is y g R satisfying u x, y s 0.T
Leizarowitz and Mizel established the representation formula for f g
 .  .M a , b , g , a but their result also holds for every f g M a , b , g , a1
without a change in the proofs.
2, 1w ..  .For a function w g W 0, ` we denote by V w the set of all pointsloc
2  .z g R such that X t ª z as j ª ` for some sequence of numbersw j
t ª `.j
 .  < < 4 n nWe denote d x, B s inf x y y : y g B for x g R , B ; R , and we
 . ndenote by dist A, B the Hausdorff metric for two sets A ; R and
B ; Rn.
 .We will prove the existence of a set F ; M a , b , g , a which is a
 .countable intersection of open everywhere dense sets in M a , b , g , a and
for which the following theorems are valid.
 . 2THEOREM 2.1. Let f g F. Then there exists a compact set H f ; R
 .  .  .such that V w s H f for any f -good configuration w.
 .Theorem 2.1 describes the limit behaviour of f -good configurations
 .for a generic f g M a , b , g , a . The following results show that for a
 .  .generic f g M a , b , g , a the turnpike property holds with the set H f
being the attractor.
THEOREM 2.2. Let f g F and « , K ) 0. Then there exist a neighborhood
 .U of f in M a , b , g , a and numbers l ) l ) 0, K# ) K, d ) 0 such that1 0
2, 1w x.for each g g U, each t G 2 l and each ¨ g W 0, t which satisfies0
¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 , ¨ t , ¨ 9 t F K , .  .  .  . .  .
I g 0, t , ¨ F U g ¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 , ¨ t , ¨ 9 t q d .  .  .  .  . .  . .t
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<  .  .. < w xthe relation ¨ t , ¨ 9 t F K# holds for all t g 0, t and
w xdist H f , ¨ t , ¨ 9 t : t g T , T q l F « 2.8 4 .  .  .  . . .
w xfor each T g l , t y l .0 0
THEOREM 2.3. Let f g F and « , K ) 0. Then there exist a neighborhood
 .U of f in M a , b , g , a and numbers l ) l ) 0, K# ) K, d ) 0 such that1 0
2, 1w x.for each g g U, each t G 2 l and each ¨ g W 0, t which satisfies0
g¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 F K , I 0, t , ¨ F s g , ¨ 0 , ¨ 9 0 , t q d .  .  .  .  . .  . .
<  .  .. < w x  .the relation ¨ t , ¨ 9 t F K# holds for all t g 0, t and 2.8 holds for
w xeach T g l , t y l .0 0
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.1]2.3
 n. nDenote by C R the space of all continuous functions g : R ª R with
the topology of the uniform convergence on bounded subsets of Rn. It is
easy to verify that the following propositions are valid.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f g M a , b , g , a , 0 - c - c - `, « ) 0,0 1 2
D ) 0. Then there exists a neighborhood V of f in A such that for
 . w x 2, 1w x.e¨ery g g V l M a , b , g , a , e¨ery T g c , c and e¨ery w g W 0, T0 1 2
 f  . g .4 < f  .satisfying inf I 0, T , w , I 0, T , w F D the relation I 0, T , w y
g . <I 0, T , w F « holds.
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f g M a , b , g , a , 0 - c - c - `, c ) 0, « g0 1 2 3
 .0, 1 . Then there exists a neighborhood V of f in A such that for e¨ery
 . w x 2g g V l M a , b , g , a , e¨ery T g c , c , and each x, y g R satisfying0 1 2
< < < < < f  . g . <x , y F c , the relation U x, y y U x, y F « holds.3 T T
w x  .Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 in 8 which hold for f g M a , b , g , a1
and Proposition 3.2 imply the following result.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.3. For e¨ery f g M a , b , g , a the function T , x, y ª1
f  . 2U x, y is continuous for T ) 0, x, y g R .T
 .Let f g M a , b , g , a , T ) 0. We set1
Ny1
`f y1 y1 f 2 4m s T inf lim inf N U x , x : x ; R . .T T i iq1 i is0 5Nª` is0
 . w xAnalogously to 4.12 in 8 we can show that
fm s m f for every f g M a , b , g , a and every T ) 0. 3.1 .  .  .T 1
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1w x.For T ) 0 and w g C 0, T we define
w xm w s sup w t q w9 t : t g 0, T . 3.2 4 .  .  .  .
2 .For each f g M a , b , g , a , each x, y g R , and each positive number1
T , D we define
A f , x , y , T , D s w g AT : I f 0, T , w F U f x , y q D , 3.3 .  .  .  . 41 x , y T
2, 1 w xA f , x , T , D s w g W 0, T : w 0 , w9 0 s x , .  .  . .  .2
I f 0, T , w F s f , x , T q D . 3.44 .  .  .
2 .For f g M a , b , g , a , x g R we set1
A f , x s ¨ g A : I f t , t , ¨ s t y t m f q p f X t .  .  .  .  .  .x 1 2 2 1 ¨ 1
yp f X t for each t , t satisfying 0 F t - t . 3.5 .  .4 .¨ 2 1 2 1 2
 . 4Fix a s a , a , a , a g R and positive numbers a , b , g such that1 2 3 4
 .a ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 , 1 F b - a , b F g , g ) 1. We set for simplicityi
M s M a , b , g , a i s 0, 1 , M s M a , b , g , a , .  .  .i i
M s M a , b , g , a , M s M a , b , g , a . .  .1 1
Denote by E the set of functions f g M for which there exist w g1
2w .. 2C 0, ` , a positive number T , and a continuous function p : R ª R
such that the following conditions hold:
 .  . < <1 p x ª q` as x ª `.
 .  .  .2 w t q T s w t for all t G 0.
 .3 If
m f - inf f z , 0, 0 : z g R , 3.6 4 .  .  .
then
X t / X t 3.7 .  .  .w 1 w 2
 .  .for each t , t satisfying 0 F t - t - T. Otherwise, w t s w 0 for all1 2 1 2
t G 0.
 . f  .  .  .  .4 U x, y y tm f y p x q p y G 0 for each t ) 0 and eacht
x, y g R2.
 . 2, 1w x.5 For every u g W 0, T the relation
I f 0, T , u s Tm f q p X 0 y p X T .  .  .  . .  .u u
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w .  .  .holds if and only if there is t g 0, T such that u t s w t q t for all
w xt g 0, T .
w xWe have the following result 11, Proposition 4.3 .
PROPOSITION 3.4. The set E l M is e¨erywhere dense in M.
From now on in Section 3 we consider fixed functions f g E l M ,
2w ..  2 .w g C 0, ` , p g C R and a fixed positive number T such that
 .  .  .  .  .conditions 1 ] 5 hold see the definition of E . By conditions 4 , 5 and
w x 4w ..Proposition 4.1 in 10 w g C 0, ` .
w xThe following results were established in 11 .
w xPROPOSITION 3.5 11, Proposition 4.5 . Let c ) 0, K ) 0, M ) 0. Then1
there exist a neighborhood U of f in M and a positi¨ e number S such that for1
each g g U and each t G c the following properties are fulfilled:1
 . 2 < < < < ti for each x, y g R satisfying x , y F K and each ¨ g A satisfy-x, y
g . g .ing I 0, t , ¨ F U x, y q Mt
w xX t F S for all t g 0, t . 3.8 .  .¨
 . 2 < < 2, 1w x.ii for each x g R satisfying x F K and each ¨ g W 0, t satis-
 . g .  .   ..  .fying X 0 s x, I 0, t , ¨ F s g, x, t q M see 2.5 3.8 holds for all¨
w xt g 0, t .
w x  .LEMMA 3.1 11, Lemma 4.1 . Assume that 3.6 is ¨alid. Let « ) 0. Then
w x <  .there exists d ) 0 such that for each t , t g 0, T satisfying X t y1 2 w 1
 . <  < < < <4X t F d we ha¨e inf t y t , T y t y t F « .w 2 2 1 2 1
w x  .LEMMA 3.2 11, Lemma 4.4 . Let c , K , M ) 0, « g 0, 1 . Then there1 0 0 0
exist a neighborhood U of f in M , a number S ) 0, and an integer N G 81
2 < < < <such that for e¨ery g g U, e¨ery t G c , each x, y g R satisfying x , y F K1 0
 .  .   .  ..and each ¨ g A g, x, y, t , M j A g, x, t , M see 3.3 , 3.4 the fol-1 0 2 0
lowing conditions hold:
w xX t F S for all t g 0, t ; .¨
 4for e¨ery number h satisfying 0 F h F t y NT there are i g 0, . . . , N y 60
w . <  .  . <and t g 0, T such that X h q i T q t y X t q t F « for all t g0 ¨ 0 w 0 0
w x0, 6T .
Set
w xD s sup X t : t g 0, T . 3.9 4 .  .w w
For positive numbers K, t , and g g M we define1
g 2 < < < <l g , K , t s inf U x , y y p x q p y : x , y g R , x , y F K . .  .  .  . 4t
3.10 .
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w x  .LEMMA 3.3 11, Lemma 4.10 . Let « g 0, 1 . Then there exists a neigh-
 .borhood U of f in M such that for e¨ery g g U and e¨ery g -good1
w .configuration ¨ there is t ) 0 satisfying that for any t G t there is h g 0, T0 0
such that
w xX t q t y X t q h F « t g 0, 6T . .  .  .¨ w
w x  .LEMMA 3.4 11, Lemma 4.5 . Let K ) D , « g 0, 1 . Then there existw
 .d g 0, « and a neighborhood U of f in M such that for e¨ery g g U, e¨ery1
2, 1w x.t G 6T and e¨ery ¨ g W 0, t which satisfies
 4X t F K t g 0, t , 3.11 .  . .¨
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t F l g , K , t q d 3.12 .  .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨
w . w xthere are t , t g 0, T such that for all t g 0, 6T1 2
X t y X t q t F « , X t y 6T q t y X t q t F « . .  .  .  .¨ w 1 ¨ w 2
3.13 .
w x  .LEMMA 3.5 11, Lemma 4.8 . Let K ) D , d g 0, 1 . Then there exists aw
neighborhood U of f in M such that for e¨ery g g U, e¨ery t G 5T , and1
w . w . 2, 1w x.  .e¨ery h g 0, T there are h g 0, T and ¨ g W 0, t for which 3.121 2
holds and
w x¨ t s w t q h , ¨ t y 3T q t s w t q h t g 0, 3T . .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let K ) D , d g 0, 1 , and q G 1 be an integer. Then therew
 .exist « g 0, d and a neighborhood U of f in M which satisfy the following1
conditions:
w xfor e¨ery g g U and e¨ery t g T , 20qT ,
l g , K , t y tm f F d , .  .
gI 0, t , w y p X 0 q p X t y l g , K , t F d ; .  .  .  . .  .w w
gU x , x y p x q p x y l g , K , T F d .  .  .  .T 1 2 1 2
for each g g U and each x , x g R2:1 2
2
w xinf x y X t : t g 0, T F « . . i w 5
is1
The validity of this lemma follows from Propositions 3.1]3.3.
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LEMMA 3.7. Let « ) 0. Then there exists an integer q G 1 such that for
w . 2, 1w x.any h g 0, T there is a function ¨ g W 0, qT such that
X 0 s X 0 , X qT s X h , .  .  .  .¨ w ¨ w
I f 0, qT , ¨ F qTm f q p X 0 y p X h q « . .  .  .  . .  .w w
  .  ..Proof. It follows from the definition of E see conditions 4 , 5 that
for any t ) 0
p X t s tm f q p X 0 y I f 0, t , w . 3.14 .  .  .  .  . .  .w w
4w ..  .Since w g C 0, ` 3.15 implies that
1 wp ? X g C 0, ` . 3.15 .. .w
w .For t g 0, ` we define
y2c t s yT y3 w t y w 0 q T w9 t y w9 0 , .  .  .  .  . .  .
y3d t s T y2 w t y w 0 q T w9 t y w9 0 , .  .  .  .  . .  .
P t s c t t 2 q d t t 3 t g R , c t s I f 0, T , w q P . 3.16 .  .  .  .  .  .  .t t
w .It is easy to verify that for any t g 0, `
P 0 , PX 0 s 0, P T , PX T s w t y w 0 , w9 t y w9 0 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .  .t t t t
3.17 .
1w .. w .We will show that c g C 0, ` . For l, t g 0, ` we set
B l, t s w t q P t , w9 t q PX t , w0 t q PY t . 3.18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .l l l
w . w x  . w  4Let t , h g 0, ` , t / h, and t g 0, T . There exists l t g inf h, t ,h
 4xsup h, t :
y1h y t f B h , t y f B t , t .  .  . .  .
2 3s ­ fr­ w B l t , t c9 l t t q d9 l t t .  .  . .  .  . .h h h
2q ­ fr­ p B l t , t 2c9 l t t q 3d9 l t t .  .  . .  .  . .h h h
q ­ fr­ r B l t , t 2c9 l t q 6d9 l t t .  .  . .  .  . .h h h
2 3ª ­ fr­ w B t , t c9 t t q d9 t t .  .  . .
hªt
2q ­ fr­ p B t , t 2c9 t t q 3d9 t t .  .  . .
q ­ fr­ r B t , t 2c9 t q 6d9 t t .  .  . .
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w xuniformly for all t g 0, T . This implies that
1 wc g C 0, ` . 3.19 .. .
w .Define a function f : 0, ` ª R as
f t s c t y Tm f y p X 0 q p X t . 3.20 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .w w
 .  . 1w .. By 3.15 and 3.19 , f g C 0, ` . It follows from the definition of E see
 .  ..  .  .  . w .conditions 4 , 5 and 3.16 and 3.17 that f t G 0 for all t g 0, `
 .   y1 y14.and f T s 0. Therefore there exist d g 0, « min T , 4 , h g0
 y1 . <  . < w x0, 4 T such that f9 t F d for each t g T y h , T q h . This implies0 0
that
< < w xf t F d t y T for all t g T y h , T q h . 3.21 .  .0 0
Choose an integer q G 4 such that
y1 y1 4inf 1, T q y 1 - 4 h . 3.22 .  .0
w . 2, 1w x.Let h g 0, T . There exists a function ¨ g W 0, qT such that
y1X i T q T y h q y 1 s X 0 , i s 0, . . . , q y 1, .  .  . . /¨ w
y1 y1X i T q T y h q y 1 q T s X T y T y h q y 1 , .  .  .  . .  . /¨ w
i s 0, . . . , q y 2,
y1 y1fI i T q T y h q y 1 , i T q T y h q y 1 q T , ¨ .  .  .  . .  .  /
y1fs U X 0 , X T y T y h q y 1 , i s 0, . . . , q y 2, .  .  . . /T w w
y1 y1¨ t q i T q T y h q y 1 q T s w T y T y h q y 1 q t , .  .  .  . .  . /
y1t g 0, T y h q y 1 , i s 0, . . . , q y 2, .  .
w x¨ qT y h q t s w t , t g 0, h . .  .
It is easy to see that
X 0 s X 0 , X qT s X h . 3.23 .  .  .  .  .¨ w ¨ w
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  .  ..By the definition of ¨ and the definition of E see conditions 4 , 5
I f 0, qT , ¨ y qTm f y p X 0 q p X qT .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨
qy2
y1fs I i T q T y h q y 1 , .  . . 
is0
y1i T q T y h q y 1 q T , ¨ y m f T .  .  . . /
y1yp X i T q T y h q y 1 .  . . / ¨
y1qp X i T q T y h q y 1 q T .  . . / /¨
y1fs q y 1 U X 0 , X T y T y h q y 1 y p X 0 .  .  .  .  . . . /T w w w
y1qp X T y T y h q y 1 y Tm f . .  .  . . /w
 .  .  .  .  .  .It follows from this relation, 3.23 , 3.20 , 3.16 , 3.17 , 3.22 , and 3.21
that
I f 0, qT , ¨ y qTm f y p X 0 q p X h .  .  .  . .  .w w
y1F q y 1 c T y T y h q y 1 y p X 0 .  .  .  . . . w
y1qp X T y T y h q y 1 y Tm f .  .  . . /w
y1s q y 1 f T y T y h q y 1 .  .  . .
y1F q y 1 d T y h q y 1 F d T . .  .  .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let K ) D , d g 0, 1 . Then there exist a neighborhood Uw
of f in M and an integer q G 10 such that for each g g U, each t G qT ,1
w . 2, 1w x.and each h , h g 0, T there exists ¨ g W 0, t for which1 2
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t F l g , K , t q d 3.24 .  .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨
and
w x¨ t s w t q h , ¨ t y 3T q t s w t q h t g 0, 3T . .  .  .  .  .1 2
3.25 .
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 there exist a neighborhood U of f in M1 1
and a number S ) K such that for each g g U , each t G T , each1
2 < < < <  .x, y g R satisfying x , y F K, and each ¨ g A g, x, y, t , 1 :1
w xX t F S for all t g 0, t . 3.26 .  .¨
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 .It is easy to verify that for each g g U , each t G 5T , and each t g 0, t ,1 1
l g , K , t G l g , S, t q l g , S, t y t . 3.27 .  .  .  .1 1
By Lemma 3.5 there exists a neighborhood U of f in M such that2 1
w .U ; U and for every g g U , every t G 5T , and every h g 0, T , there2 1 2 1
w . 2, 1w x.  .are h g 0, T and ¨ g W 0, t for which 3.25 holds and2
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t F l g , S q 1, t q 8y1d . 3.28 .  .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨
w .By Lemma 3.7 there exists an integer q G 1 such that for any h g 0, T0
2, 1w x.there is a function ¨ g W 0, q T which satisfies0
X 0 s X 0 , X q T s X h , 3.29 .  .  .  .  .¨ w ¨ 0 w
I f 0, q T , ¨ F q Tm f q p X 0 q p X h q 16y1d . 3.30 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 w w
By Lemma 3.6 there exists a neighborhood U of f in M such that3 1
w  . xU ; U and for every g g U and every t g T , 2 q q 4 T3 2 3 0
y1l g , S q 1, t y tm f F 32 d . 3.31 .  .  .
By Proposition 3.1 there exists a neighborhood U of f in M such that1
w  . xU ; U and for every g g U, every t g T , 2 q q 4 T , and every ¨ g3 0
2, 1w x.W 0, t satisfying
fI 0, t , ¨ F T m f 2 q q 4 .  .  .0
w xq 2 sup p X t : t g 0, T q 10, 3.32 .  . 4 .w
< f  . g . < y1the relation I 0, t , ¨ y I 0, t , ¨ F 32 d holds.
Set
q s q q 20. 3.33 .0
w .Let g g U, t G qT , and h , h g 0, T . It follows from the definition1 2
 .  . w . 2, 1wof U and 3.25 , 3.28 that there exist h g 0, T and ¨ g W 0, t y2 3 1
 . x.q q 4 T which satisfy0
¨ t s w t q h , ¨ t y q q 7 T q t s w t q h .  .  .  . .1 1 1 0 3
w xt g 0, 3T , 3.34 . .
I g 0, t y q q 4 T , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t y q q 4 T .  .  . .  . .  .0 1 ¨ ¨ 01 1
F l g , S q 1, t y q q 4 T q 8y1d . 3.35 .  . .0
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 .  . 2, 1w x.By the definition of q and 3.29 and 3.30 there exists ¨ g W 0, q T0 2 0
such that
X 0 s X 0 , X q T s X T y h q h , .  .  .  .¨ w ¨ 0 w 3 22 2
I f 0, q T , ¨ F q Tm f q p X 0 .  .  . .0 2 0 w
q p X T y h q h q 16y1d . 3.36 .  . .w 3 2
2, 1w x.It is easy to see that there exists ¨ g W 0, t such that
¨ t s ¨ t t g 0, t y q q 4 T , .  .  . .1 0
w x¨ t y q q 4 T q t s w h q t t g 0, T y h , .  . .  .0 3 3
w x¨ t q t y q q 3 T y h s ¨ t t g 0, q T , .  . .  .0 3 2 0
w x¨ t q t y 3T y h s w T y h q h q t t g 0, 3T q h . .  .  .3 3 2 3
3.37 .
 .  .  .  .  .3.25 follows from 3.37 and 3.34 . It follows from 3.37 , 3.36 , and
  .  ..the definition of E see conditions 4 , 5 that
I f t y q q 4 T , t , ¨ y p X t y q q 4 T q p X t .  .  . .  .  . .0 ¨ 0 ¨
F 16y1d q q q 4 Tm f . .  .0
  .  ..By this relation and the definitions of U, U see 3.31 , 3.323
I g t y q q 4 T , t , ¨ y p X t y q q 4 T q p X t .  .  . .  .  . .0 ¨ 0 ¨
F 3 ? 32y1d q q q 4 Tm f .  .0
F l g , S q 1, q q 4 T q 8y1d . . .0
 .  .  .It follows from this relation, 3.37 , 3.35 , and 3.27 that
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t .  .  . .  .¨ ¨
s I g 0, t y q q 4 T , ¨ q p X t y q q 4 T y p X 0 .  .  . .  .  . .0 ¨ 0 ¨
q I g t y q q 4 T , t , ¨ y p X t y q q 4 T q p X t .  .  . .  .  . .0 ¨ 0 ¨
F l g , Sq1, t y q q 4 T q8y1dq l g , Sq1, q q4 T q8y1d .  . .  .0 0
F l g , K , t q 4y1d . .
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The lemma is proved.
 .LEMMA 3.9. Let K ) D and « g 0, 1 . Then there exist a neighborhoodw
U of f in M and numbers S ) K, M ) 6T , d ) 0 such that for each g g U,1
2 < < < <each x, y g R satisfying x , y F K, each t G 2 M, and each ¨ g
 .   ..A g, x, y, t , d see 3.3 the following properties hold:1
w xX t F S for all t g 0, t ; 3.38 .  .¨
w x w .for e¨ery h g M, t y M there exists t g 0, T :h
w xX h q t y X t q t F « for all t g 0, 6T . 3.39 .  .  .¨ w h
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 there exist a neighborhood U of f in M1 1
and a number S ) K such that for each g g U , each t G T , each1
2 < < < <  .  .x, y g R satisfying x , y F K, and each ¨ g A g, x, y, t , 1 relation 3.381
holds.
 .By Lemma 3.4 there exist d g 0, « and a neighborhood U of f in0 2
M such that U ; U and for every g g U , every t G 6T , and every1 2 1 2
2, 1w x.¨ g W 0, t which satisfies
 4X t F S q 1 t g 0, t , .  .¨
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t F l g , S q 1, t q d 3.40 .  .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨ 0
w .  . w xthere exist t , t g 0, T such that 3.13 holds for all t g 0, 6T .1 2
By Lemma 3.8 there exist a neighborhood U of f in M and an integer3 1
q G 10 such that U ; U and for each g g U , each t G qT , and each3 2 3
w . 2, 1w x.  .h ,h g 0, T there exists ¨ g W 0, t for which 3.25 holds and1 2
I g 0, t , ¨ y p X 0 q p X t F l g , S q 1, t q 16y1d . 3.41 .  .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨ 0
By Lemma 3.6 there exists a neighborhood U of f in M and « g4 1 1
 y1 .0, 8 « such that U ; U and4 3
g y1U x , x y p x q p x y l g , S q 1, T F 32 d 3.42 .  .  .  .  .T 1 2 1 2 0
for each g g U and each x , x g R2 which satisfy4 1 2
2
w xinf x y X t : t g 0, T F 2« . 3.43 .  . i w 1 5
is1
By Lemma 3.2 there exist a neighborhood U of f in M and an integer1
N G 8 such that U ; U and for every g g U, every t G T , each x, y g R24
< < < <  .satisfying x , y F K, each ¨ g A g, x, y, t , 1 , and each number h satisfy-1
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 4 w .ing 0 F h F t y NT there are i g 0, . . . , N y 6 and t g 0, T such0 0
that
w xX h q i T q t y X t q t F « for all t g 0, 6T . 3.44 .  .  .¨ 0 w 0 1
Set
d s 16y1d , M s 30NT q 4q T q 2 . 3.45 .  .0
2 < < < <  .  .Let g g U, x, y g R , x , y F K, t G 2 M, and ¨ g A g, x, y, t , d . 3.381
follows from the definition of U and S.1
w x  .Assume that there exists h g M, t y M such that 3.39 does not hold
w .   .for any t g 0, T . By the definition of U and N see 3.44 there existh
w .  4t , t g 0, T and i , i g 0, . . . , N y 6 such that1 2 1 2
X i T q t y X t q t F « , .  .¨ 1 w 1 1
w xX t y N y i T q t y X t q t F « for all t g 0, 6T . .  . .¨ 2 w 2 1
3.46 .
 . w .  .  .Since 3.39 does not hold for any t g 0, T it follows from 3.13 , 3.38 ,h
  ..and the definition of U and d see 3.40 that2 0
I g T q i T , h q 6T , ¨ y p X T q i T q p X 6T q h .  .  . .  .1 ¨ 1 ¨
) l g , S q 1, h y T i y 5 q d . 3.47 .  . .1 0
 .  .  .By the definitions of U , q and 3.45 , 3.25 , 3.41 there exist u g3 1
2, 1w x. 2, 1w  .x.W T q i T , h q 6T and u g W h q 6T , t y T N y i y 51 2 2
such that
I g T q i T , h q 6T , u y p X T q i T q p X 6T q h .  .  . .  .1 1 u 1 u1 1
F l g , S q 1, h y T i y 5 q 16y1d , 3.48 .  . .1 0
u i T q T q t s w t q t , u h q 3T q t s w t .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
w xfor all t g 0, 3T , 3.49 .
I g h q 6T , t y T N y i y 5 , u y p X 6T q h .  . .  .2 2 u2
q p X t y T N y i y 5 . . .u 22
F l g , S q 1, t y h y T N y i q 1 q 16y1d , 3.50 .  . .2 0
u h q 6T q t s w t , u t y T N y i y 2 q t s w t q t .  .  .  . .2 2 2 2
w xfor all t g 0, 3T . 3.51 .
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2, 1w x.There exists u g W 0, t :
w xu t s ¨ t t g 0, i T j t y T N y i y 6 , t , .  .  . .1 2
w xu t s u t t g i T q T , h q 6T , .  .  .1 1
u t s u t t g h q 6T , t y T N y i y 5 , .  .  . .2 2
I g d, d q T , u s U g X d , X d q T .  .  . .T u u
for d s i T , t y T N y i y 5 . .1 2
Set
c s i T , c s i T q T , c s h q 6T ,1 1 2 1 3
c s t y T N y i y 5 , c s t y T N y i y 6 . 3.52 .  .  .4 2 5 2
 .  .  .  .It follows from the definition of u, 3.52 , 3.46 , 3.49 , 3.51 , and the
  .  ..definitions of U , « see 3.42 , 3.43 that for j s 1, 44 1
I g c , c , ¨ y p X c q p X c .  .  . .  .j jq1 ¨ j ¨ jq1
y I g c , c , u y p X c q p X c .  .  . .  . .j jq1 u j u jq1
G U g X c , X c y p X c q p X c .  .  .  . .  .  .T ¨ j ¨ jq1 ¨ j ¨ jq1
y U g X c , X c y p X c q p X c .  .  .  . .  .  . .T u j u jq1 u j u jq1
G y16y1d . 3.53 .0
 .  .  .Since ¨ g A g, x, y, t , d it follows from the definition of u, 3.52 , 3.53 ,1
 .  .  .  .3.47 , 3.48 , 3.38 , 3.50 that
d G I g 0, t , ¨ y I g 0, t , u .  .
4
gs I c , c , ¨ y p X c q p X c .  .  . .  . j jq1 ¨ j ¨ jq1
js1
gy I c , c , u y p X c q p X c .  .  . .  . .j jq1 u j u jq1
G y16y1d q d y 16y1d y 8y1d s 3 ? 4y1d . .0 0 0 0 0
 .This is contradictory to 3.45 . The obtained contradiction proves the
lemma.
Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.9 imply the following result.
 .LEMMA 3.10. Let K ) D and « g 0, 1 . Then there exist a neighbor-w
hood U of f in M and numbers S ) K, M ) 6T , d ) 0 such that for each1
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2 < <g g U, each x g R satisfying x F K, each t G 2 M, and each ¨ g
 .   ..  . w xA g, x, t , d see 3.4 relation 3.38 holds and for e¨ery h g M, t y M2
 . w .3.39 holds with some t g 0, T .h
w x  .LEMMA 3.11 11, Lemma 4.12 . Let « g 0, 1 . Then there exists a neigh-
<  .  . <borhood U of f in M such that m g y m f F « for each g g U.1
w x  .LEMMA 3.12 11, Lemma 4.16 . Let « g 0, 1 and K ) D q 2. Thenw
there exists a neighborhood U of f in M such that for each g g U and each1
2 < < < f  . g . <x g R satisfying x F K the relation p x y p x F « holds.
w x  .  .LEMMA 3.13 11, Lemma 4.18 . Let « g 0, 1 . Then there exists d g 0, «
2and a neighborhood U of f in M such that for each g g U, each x g R1
 <  . < w x4  .   ..satisfying inf x y X t : t g 0, T F d , and each ¨ g A g, x see 3.5w
w .the following property holds: for e¨ery number h G 0 there is t g 0, T suchh
that
w xX h q t y X t q t F « t g 0, 5T . 3.54 .  .  . .¨ w h
w x  .LEMMA 3.14 11, Lemma 4.19 . Let « g 0, 1 and K ) D q 2. Thenw
there exist a number Q G T and a neighborhood U of f in M such that for1
2 < <  .each g g U, each x g R satisfying x F K, each ¨ g A g, x , and e¨ery
w .  .number h G Q there is t g 0, T which satisfies 3.54 .h
We now complete the proof of Theorems 2.1]2.3.
Construction of the set F. Set
E s E l M a , b , g , a . .0
2w ..  2 .Let f g E . There are w g C 0, ` , p g C R , and a positive number0 f f
T such that the following conditions hold:f
 .  . < <1 p x ª q` as x ª q`.f
 .  .  .2 w t q T s w t for all t G 0.f f f
 .  .   . 4  .  .3 If m f - inf f z, 0, 0 : z g R , then X t / X t for eachw 1 w 2f f
 .  .t , t satisfying 0 F t - t - T . Otherwise w t s w 0 for all t G 0.1 2 1 2 f f f
 . f  .  .  .  .4 U x, y y tm f y p x q p y G 0 for each t ) 0 and eacht f f
x, y g R2.
 . 2, 1w x.5 For every u g W 0, T the relationf
I f 0, T , u s T m f q p X 0 y p X T .  . . .  . .f f f u f u f
w .  .  .holds if and only if there is t g 0, T such that u t s w t q t for allf f
w xt g 0, T .f
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 <  . X  .. < w x4We set D s sup w t , w t : t g 0, T .f f f f
Clearly Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.1]3.14 are valid for the function f.
Therefore for every natural number p there exist an open neighborhood
y1 .  .  .  .U f , p of f in M and numbers Q f , p ) 2, d f , p g 0, 8 p ,1
 .  .  .S f , p ) p q D , M f , p ) 6T , D f , p ) 0 such that the following con-f f
ditions hold:
 .  .  .a Lemma 3.3 holds with U s U f , p , « s d f , p , T s T , w s w ;f f
 .  .b Lemmas 3.11, 3.12 hold with U s U f , p , K s D q p q 3,f
« s py1;
 . y1  .  .c Lemma 3.13 holds with « s p , d s 2d f , p , U s U f , p ,
T s T , w s w ;f f
 . y1  .d Lemma 3.14 holds with « s p , K s D q p q 2, U s U f , p ,f
 .T s T , w s w , Q s Q f , p ;f f
 . y1  .e Lemma 3.9 holds with « s p , K s D q p, d s D f , p , U sf
 .  .  .U f , p , S s S f , p , M s M f , p , T s T , w s w ;f f
 . y1  .f Lemma 3.10 holds with « s p , K s D q p, U s U f , p , S sf
 .  .  .S f , p , M s M f , p , d s D f , p , T s T , w s w .f f
`w  .x  .We define F s F D U f , p l M a , b , g , a .ps1 f g E0
It follows from Proposition 3.4 that E is everywhere dense in0
 .  . w xM a , b , g , a and F is a G set in M a , b , g , a . Theorems 2.1]2.6 in 11d
were established for the set F. This implies the validity of Theorem 2.1.
 y14Proof of Theorem 2.2. Choose a natural number p ) sup K, 4« .
 .There is f g E such that f g U f , p . We set0 0 0
U s U f , p , l s 6T , K# s S f , p , .  .0 f 00
d s D f , p . l s M f , p q 1. .  .0 0 0
 .By condition a and Lemma 3.3
X y1dist H f , w t , w t : t g 0, T F p . 3.55 .  .  .  . . 5 /f f f0 0 0
 .Together with condition e and Lemma 3.9 this relation implies the
validity of the theorem.
 y14Proof of Theorem 2.3. Choose an integer p ) sup K, 4« . There is
 .f g E such that f g U f , p . We set0 0 0
U s U f , p , l s 6T , K# s S f , p , .  .0 f 00
d s D f , p , l s M f , p q 1. .  .0 0 0
 .  .By condition a and Lemma 3.3 relation 3.55 holds. Together with
 .  .condition f and Lemma 3.10 3.55 implies the validity of the theorem.
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4. SPACES OF SMOOTH INTEGRANDS
 . 4Fix a s a , a , a , a g R and positive numbers a , b , g such that1 2 3 4
 .a ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1 F b - a , b F g , g ) 1. Let k G 2 be ani
0 .  .integer. Denote by M a , b , g , a the set of all integrands f s f w, p, rk
k 3.g C R :
< < a < < b < <g 3f w , p , r G a w y a p q a r y a w , p , r g R ; 4.1 .  .  . .1 2 3 4
w . w .there is a monotone increasing function M : 0, ` ª 0, ` such that forf
 . 3every w, p, r g R
sup f w , p , r , ­ fr­ w w , p , r , ­ fr­ p w , p , r , ­ fr­ r w , p , r 4 .  .  .  .
< < < < < <gF M w q p 1 q r ; 4.2 .  . .f
­ fr­ p g C 2 , ­ fr­ r g C 3. 4.3 .
 .  43For q s q , q , q g 0, . . . , k such that q q q q q F k and f g1 2 3 1 2 3
0 .M a , b , g , a we setk
< < q < q < q1 q2 q3 0q s q q q q q , D f s ­ fr­ w ­ p ­ r here D f s f . .1 2 3
0 .For the set M a , b , g , a we consider the uniformity which is determinedk
by the base
E N , « , G s f , g g M 0 a , b , g , a = M 0 a , b , g , a : .  .  .  . k k
q q < <D f x , x , x y D g x , x , x F « x g R , x F N , i s 1, 2, 3 .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 i
3 < < 4for each q g 0, . . . , k satisfying q F k ,
3 < < 4for each q s q , q , q g 0, 1, 2, 3 such that q G 1, q s 3, .1 2 3 1
3 4and for each q s q , q , q g 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 .1 2 3
< <  4such that q G 1, q g 3, 4 ,3
y1q q y1w xD f x , x , x q 1 D g x , x , x q 1 g G , G .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
33 < < < < < < 4x , x , x g R , x , x F N , q g 0, 1 , q F 1 , 4.4 .  . . 51 2 3 1 2
w x 0 .where N, « ) 0, G ) 1 7 . Clearly, the uniform space M a , b , g , a isk
0 .Hausdorff and has a countable base. Therefore M a , b , g , a is metriz-k
w x 0 .able 7 . It is easy to verify that the uniform space M a , b , g , a isk
complete.
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 .  .  .Let r ?, ? : M a , b , g , a = M a , b , g , a ª R be a metric which1 1
 .generates the uniformity for M a , b , g , a . Set1
M a , b , g , a s f g M 0 a , b , g , a : ­ 2 fr­ r 2 w , p , r ) 0 .  .  .k k
for all w , p , r g R3 4.5 .  .4
 .  .and denote by M a , b , g , a the closure of M a , b , g , a ink k
0 .  . 0 .  .M a , b , g , a . Clearly, M a , b , g , a s M a , b , g , a l M a , b , g , a ,k k k
 .  .  .M a , b , g , a ; M a , b , g , a , and M a , b , g , a is a countable inter-k k
 .section of open everywhere dense sets in M a , b , g , a .k
0 .  .We consider the topological subspace M a , b , g , a ; M a , b , g , ak k
with the relative topology and establish the existence of a set F ;k
 .M a , b , g , a which is a countable intersection of open everywhere densek
 .sets in M a , b , g , a and for which the following theorems are valid.k
5 .THEOREM 4.1. Let f g F . Then there exist a function ¨ g C R lk f
kq1 .C R and a number T ) 0 such that the following assertions hold:f
 .  . f  .  .1. ¨ t q T s ¨ t for all t g R and I 0, T , ¨ s T m f .f f f f f f
 .   . 4   . X  ..   .2. If m f - inf f z, 0, 0 : z g R then ¨ t , ¨ t / ¨ t ,f 1 f 1 f 2
X  ..  .  .¨ t for each t , t satisfying 0 F t - t - T . Otherwise ¨ t s ¨ 0 forf 2 1 2 1 2 f f f
all t g R.
 .3. For e¨ery periodic f -good configuration w there exists a number t
 .  . w .such that w t s ¨ t q t for all t g 0, ` .f
 .4. For e¨ery « ) 0 there exists a neighborhood U of f in M a , b , g , a1
 .such that for e¨ery g g U, e¨ery g -good configuration w and e¨ery large
enough t there exists h G 0 for which
Xsup w t , w9 t y ¨ t q h , ¨ t q h : t g t , t q T F « . .  .  .  . .  . 5f f f
4.6 .
THEOREM 4.2. Let f g F , « , K ) 0. Then there exist a neighborhood Uk
 .  .of f in M a , b , g , a and numbers Q ) 0, d g 0, « :1
2 < <  .1. For e¨ery g g U, e¨ery x g R satisfying x F K, e¨ery w g A g, x
  ..  .see 3.5 , and e¨ery t G Q Eq. 4.6 holds with some h G 0.
2    . X  ..2. For e¨ery g g U, e¨ery x g R satisfying d x, ¨ t , ¨ t : t gf f
w x4.  .  .0, T F d , e¨ery w g A g, x , and e¨ery t G 0 Eq. 4.6 holds with somef
h G 0.
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2, 1 .COROLLARY 4.1. Let f g F and w g W R . Suppose thatk loc
I f t , t , w s m f t y t q p f w t , w9 t y p f w t , w9 t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
<  .  .. <for each t , t satisfying y` - t - t - q` and lim inf w t , w9 t1 2 1 2 t ªy`
 .  .- `. Then there exists a number h such that w t s ¨ t q h for all t g R.f
THEOREM 4.3. Let f g F and « , K ) 0. Then there exist a neighborhoodk
 .U of f in M a , b , g , a and numbers l ) T , K# ) K, d ) 0:1 f
2, 1w x.1. For each g g U, each T G 2 l, and each w g W 0, T which
satisfies
w 0 , w9 0 , w T , w9 T F K , .  .  .  . .  .
I g 0, T , w F U g w 0 , w9 0 , w T , w9 T q d .  .  .  .  . .  . .T
<  .  .. < w xthe relation w t , w9 t F K# holds for all t g 0, T and for each t g
w x  .l, T y l Eq. 4.6 holds with some h G 0.
2, 1w x.2. For each g g U, each T G 2 l, and each w g W 0, T which
satisfies
gw 0 , w9 0 F K , I 0, T , w F s g , w 0 , w9 0 , T q d .  .  .  .  . .  . .
<  .  .. < w xthe relation w t , w9 t F K# holds for all t g 0, T and for each t g
w x  .l, T y l Eq. 4.6 holds with some h G 0.
w xWe will see that analogs of Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 in 11 hold for every
f g F . By the analog of Theorem 2.2 for every f g F and every x g R2k k
 .there exists an f -weakly optimal solution ¨ g A and the analog ofx
Theorem 2.3 establishes that every f g F is a continuity point of thek
operator
gg ª m g , p g g M a , b , g , a . .  . .  .
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4.1]4.3
By a simple modification of the proof of Proposition 4.4 in Leizarowitz
w xand Mizel 8 we can establish the following result.
 .PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f g M a , b , g , a . Then there exist a neighbor-1
 .hood U of f in M a , b , g , a and a number S ) 0 such that for e¨ery g g U1
 .and e¨ery g -good configuration ¨
X t F S for all large enough t . .¨
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 .PROPOSITION 5.2. The function f ª m f is continuous for f g
 .M a , b , g , a .1
 .Proof. Let f g M a , b , g , a , « ) 0. By Proposition 5.1 there exist a1
 .neighborhood U of f in M a , b , g , a and a number S ) 0 such that1 1 1
 .for every g g U and every g -good configuration ¨1
X t F S for all large enough t . 5.1 .  .¨ 1
T 2 By constructing polynomials belonging to A for T ) 0, x, y g R seex, y
w xLeizarowitz and Mizel 8, Theorem 2.2 we can show that there exist a
 .neighborhood U ; U of f in M a , b , g , a and a number2 1 1
g y1 2 < < < <w xS ) 1 q sup U x , y : g g U , T g 8 , 8 , x , y g R , x , y F S q 1 . . 42 T 2 1
5.2 .
Set
y1  4« s 4 inf 1, « . 5.3 .1
By Proposition 3.1 there exists a neighborhood U ; U of f in2
y1 . w xM a , b , g , a such that for every g g U, every T g 8 , 8 , and every1
2, 1w x.  f  . g .4w g W 0, T satisfying inf I 0, T , w , I 0, T , w F 2S q 4, the rela-2
< f  . g . <tion I 0, T , w y I 0, T , w F « holds.1
 .Let g , g g U and ¨ be a g -good configuration. By the definition of1 2 1
U we may assume that1
wX t F S for all t g 0, ` . 5.4 .  ..¨ 1
We may assume without loss of generality that
I g1 T , T , ¨ F U g1 X T , X T q 1 5.5 .  .  .  . .1 2 T yT ¨ 1 ¨ 22 1
 .  .  . g1 .for each T G 0, T ) T . 5.4 , 5.5 , 5.2 imply that I i, i q 1, ¨ F S1 2 1 2
for any integer i G 1. It follows from this relation and the definition of U
that
I f i , i q 1, ¨ F I g1 i , i q 1, ¨ q « F S q 1, .  . 1 2
I g 2 i , i q 1, ¨ F I f i , i q 1, ¨ q « .  . 1
F I g1 i , i q 1, ¨ q 2« for any integer i G 1, . 1
m g F lim inf iy1I g 2 0, i , ¨ F lim inf iy1I g1 0, i , ¨ q 2« .  .  .2 1
iª` iª`
s m g q 2« . .1 1
This completes the proof of the proposition.
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` .  4PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume that f g M a , b , g , a , f ;1 k ks 1
` ` 2, 1 .  4  .  4 w ..M a , b , g , a , T ; 0, ` , T G 0, w ; W 0, ` , f ª f in1 k ks1 k ks1 loc k
 .  .  . w .M a , b , g , a , T ª T as k ª `, w t q T s w t for all t g 0, ` ,1 k k k k
k s 1, 2, . . . ,
I fk 0, T , w s m f T , k s 1, 2, . . . . 5.6 .  .  .k k k k
2, 1w ..Then there exists t ) 0 and w g W 0, ` :loc
w fw t q t s w t for all t g 0, ` ; I 0, t , w s tm f ; .  .  .  ..
 .  . w .if T ) 0 then t s T ; if T s 0 then w t s w 0 for all t g 0, ` .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 there exist a neighborhood U of f in1
 .  .M a , b , g , a and S ) 0 such that for every g g U and every g -good1 1 1
 .configuration ¨ 5.1 holds for all large enough t. By constructing polyno-
T 2 mials belonging to A for T ) 0, x, y g R see Leizarowitz and Mizelx, y
w x8, Theorem 2.2 we can show that there exist a neighborhood U ; U of2 1
 .  .f in M a , b , g , a and a number S which satisfy 5.2 .1 2
We may assume that f g U for k s 1, 2, . . . . It follows from thek 2
 .  .  .definition of U , U and 5.1 , 5.2 , 5.6 that1 2
fkI i , i q 1, w F S for all integers k G 1; all integers i G 0. .k 2
5.7 .
By Proposition 3.1 and this relation
f fksup I i , i q 1, w y I i , i q 1, w : i s 0, 1 . . . ª 0 as k ª `. .  . 4k k
5.8 .
We may assume without loss of generality that
fI i , i q 1, w F S q 1 for all integers k G 1; all integers i G 0. .k 2
5.9 .
 .  .  .  .5.1 which holds with ¨ s w k s 1, 2, . . . , 5.2 , and 1.3 imply thatk
jq1 gYsup w t dt : k s 1, 2, . . . ; j s 0, 1, . . . - `. .H k 5
j
We can suppose by extracting a subsequence and reindexing, that there is
2, 1w ..w g W 0, ` such that for every integer j G 0loc
g w x Y g w xw0 g L j, j q 1 , w ª w0 weakly in L j, j q 1 as k ª `,k
X w xw t ª w9 t , w t ª w t uniformly in j, j q 1 as k ª `. .  .  .  .k k
5.10 .
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 w x.By the lower semicontinuity of integral functions Berkovitz 2
I f t , t , w F lim inf I f t , t , w for each t G 0, t ) t . 5.11 .  .  .1 2 1 2 k 1 2 1
kª`
 .  .  .  .There are two cases: 1 T ) 0; 2 T s 0. Consider case 1 ; 5.6 and
 .  .  . w .5.10 imply that w t q T s w t for all t g 0, ` . We will show that
f  .  . f  .  .I 0,T, w s Tm f . It is sufficient to prove that I 0, T , w F Tm f .
 y1 .  .  .Let « g 0, 8 T and h g T y « , T . Clearly T g h, T q « for allk
 .  .  .large enough k. 5.1 which holds with ¨ s w k s 1, 2, . . . , 1.3 andk
 .5.9 imply that
sup I f 0, h , w : k s 1, 2, . . . - q`. . 4k
 .  .It follows from this relation, 5.11 5.6 , and Proposition 3.1 that
I f 0, h , w F lim inf I f 0, h , w .  .k
kª`
s lim inf I fk 0, h , w .k
kª`
f fk ks lim inf I 0, T , w y I h , T , w .  .k k k k
kª`
fkF lim inf m f T y I h , T , w . .  .k k k k
kª`
 .  .It follows from this relation, 5.1 which holds with ¨ s w k s 1, 2, . . . ,k
 .  .1.3 , 5.6 , and Proposition 5.2 that
f bI 0, h , w F lim inf m f T q a q a S 2« .  .  .k k 4 2 1
kª`
s 2« a q a S b q m f T . . .4 2 1
 y1 .  .Since this relation holds for every « g 0, 8 T and every h g T y « , T
f  .  .we conclude that I 0, T , w F Tm f .
 .  .  .  .  .Consider case 2 ; 5.6 and 5.10 imply that w t s w 0 for all t g
w . f  .  .0, ` . We will show that I 0, 1, w s m f . It is sufficient to prove that
f  .  .  .  .  .I 0, 1, w F m f . It follows from 5.11 , 5.9 , 5.6 , and Proposition 3.1
that
I f 0, 1, w F lim inf I f 0, 1, w s lim inf I fk 0, 1, w . 5.12 .  .  .  .k k
kª` kª`
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For every integer k G 1 there exists an integer i G 1 such that i T gk k k
w x  .  .  .  .1, 1 q 2T . It follows from Proposition 5.2, 5.12 , 5.6 , 1.3 , and 5.1k
 .which holds with ¨ s w k s 1, 2, . . . thatk
f f fk kI 0, 1, w s lim inf I 0, i T , w y I 1, i T , w .  .  .k k k k k k
kª`
bF lim inf m f i T q a q a S i T y 1 s m f . .  .  . .k k k 4 2 1 k k
kª`
This completes the proof of the proposition.
 .We define a set E ; M a , b , g , a as in Section 3 and set E s E l1 k
 . w x w xM a , b , g , a . Proposition 4.4 in 10 and Propositions 4.1, 4.2 in 11k
imply the following result.
 .PROPOSITION 5.4. The set E is e¨erywhere dense in M a , b , g , a .k k
2w ..  2 .Let f g E . We define w g C 0, ` , p g C R , T , D ) 0, and fork f f f f
 .every integer p G 1 we define an open neighborhood U f , p of f in
y1 .  .  .  .  .M a , b , g , a and numbers Q f , p ) 2, d f , p g 0, 8 p , S f , p ) p1
 .  . q D , M f , p ) 6T , D f , p ) 0 as in Section 3 see the construction off f
 .  .  ..the set F, conditions 1]5 and a ] f .
 .   . 4Let p G 1 be an integer. If m f s inf f z, 0, 0 : z g R we set
Ä .  .U f , p s U f , p . Otherwise by the definition of w , p , T and Proposi-f f f
Ä .  .tion 5.3 there exists an open neighborhood U f , p ; U f , p of f in
2, 1Ä .  . w ..M a , b , g , a such that for every g g U f , p , every w g W 0, ` ,1 loc
 .  . w .and every T ) 0 which satisfy w t q T s w t for all t g 0, ` ,
g .  . y1  4I 0, T , w s m g T , the relation T G T y p min T , 1 holds.f f
We may assume that for each f g E and each integer p G 1k
ÄU f , p s g g M a , b , g , a : r f , g - r f , p .  .  .  . 41
with some r f , p g 0, py1 . 5.13 .  . .
We define
`
ÄF s U f , p l M a , b , g , a . 5.14 .  .  .F Dk k
ps1 fgEk
 .  .Since M a , b , g , a is a G -subset of M a , b , g , a the set F is ak d k k
 .countable intersection of open everywhere dense sets in M a , b , g , a . Itk
follows from the construction of the sets F, F that Theorems 2.1]2.6 ink
w x11 and Theorems 2.1]2.3 hold for every f g F . We will establishk
Theorems 4.1]4.3 for the set F .k
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 .   . 4Let f g F . If m f s inf f z, 0, 0 : z g R then the validity of Theo-k
w xrems 4.1]4.3 for the integrand f follows from Theorems 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 in 11
and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Therefore, we may assume that
m f - inf f z , 0, 0 : z g R . 4 .  .
w x 2, 1w ..By Proposition 4.4 in 10 and Proposition 5.3 there exists u g W 0, `loc
and a number T ) 0:f
 .  .  . w . f  .  .i u t q T s u t for all t g 0, ` , I 0, T , u s m f T ;f f f
 .  .  .ii X t / X t for each t , t , satisfying 0 F t - t - T ;u 1 u 2 1 2 1 2 f
 . 2, 1w ..iii for every w g W 0, ` and every T ) 0 which satisfy
w fw t q T s w t for all t g 0, ` , I 0, T , w s m f T , .  .  .  ..
the relation T G T holds.f
w xBy a simple modification of the proof of Proposition 4.1 in 10 we can
show that u g C5 l C kq1.
 .Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let « g 0, 1 . It is easy to see that Assertions 1
and 2 hold for the integrand f. It follows from Proposition 5.3 and
 . y1property iii of the function u that there exists an integer q ) 8« :
y1 .  .for each g g M a , b , g , a satisfying r f , g F q , each w g1
2, 1w ..W 0, ` , and each T ) 0 which satisfyloc
w gw t q T s w t for all t g 0, ` , I 0, T , w s m g T , 5.15 .  .  .  .  ..
y1  4the relation T G T y 8 min 1, T holds.f f
Ä .   .  ..There exists f g E such that f g U f , q r f , f - r f , q . By the0 k 0 0 0
 .  .  .definition of U f , q , d f , q and condition a in Section 3 Lemma 3.30 0
 .  .holds with U s U f , q , « s d f , q , T s T , w s w . Therefore for0 0 f f0 0
 .  .  .every g g M a , b , g , a satisfying r g, f - r f , q the following prop-1 0 0
erty holds:
 .  .iv for every g -good configuration ¨ and every large enough
w .positive number t there is h g 0, T :f 0
X¨ t q t , ¨ 9 t q t y w t q h , w t q h F d f , q .  .  .  .  . .  .f f 00 0
t g 0, 6T . 5.16 . .f 0
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 .It follows from the definition of q and r f , q that0
T ) T y 8y1 min 1, T , T G T y qy1 min 1, T . 5.17 4  4  .f f f f f f0 0 0
 .Property iv which holds with g s f implies:
 . w .  .v for every t G 0 there is h g 0, T such that 5.16 holds withf 0
¨ s u.
 .  .  .Properties iv , v , and 5.17 imply the validity of Assertion 4. Assertion
3 follows from Assertion 4.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We may assume that « - 1. Define an integer
q ) 8«y1 and f g E as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We may assume0 k
 .  .without loss of generality that q ) 8 K. Equation 5.17 and property v
 .see the proof of Theorem 4.1 follow from the definition of q and f . By0
 .  .  .  .  .the definitions of U f , q , d f , q , Q f , q and conditions c , d in0 0 0
y1  .  .Section 3, Lemma 3.13 holds with « s q , d s 2d f , q , U s U f , q ,0 0
T s T , w s w and Lemma 3.14 holds with « s qy1, K s D q q q 2,f f f0 0 0
 .  .  .U s U f , q , Q s Q f , q , T s T , w s w . Together with 5.17 and0 0 f f0 0
 .property v this implies the validity of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We may assume that « - 1. Define an integer
q ) 8«y1 and f g E as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We may assume0 k
 .  .without loss of generality that q ) 8 K. Equation 5.17 and property v
 .see the proof of Theorem 4.1 follow from the definition of q and f . By0
 .  .  .  .  .the definition of U f , q , S f , q , D f , q , M f , q and conditions e ,0 0 0 0
 . y1  .f in Section 3, Lemma 3.9 holds with « s q , K s D q q, d s D f , q ,f 00
 .  .  .U s U f , q , S s S f , q , M s M f , q , T s T , w s w and Lemma0 0 0 f f0 0y1  .  .3.10 holds with « s q , K s D q q, d s D f , q , U s U f , q , M sf 0 00
 .  .  .M f , q , S s S f , q , T s T , w s w . Together with 5.17 and property0 0 f f0 0
 .v this implies the validity of the theorem.
6. EXAMPLES
1. Let g s 2, let a , b be even natural numbers such that b - a ,
 .4 4  .b F g , and let a s a g R , a ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 . Consider the spacei is1 i
 .M a , b , g , a and let E and F be as defined in Section 3. Consider an
integrand
f w , p , r s b w a q b p b q b rg q b , 6.1 .  .1 2 3 4
 .  .where b ) 0 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 , b ) a , b ) a . Clearly f g M a , b , g , ai 1 1 3 3
 .and m f s b .4
It follows from the definition of E that for each c , c ) 0 the integrand1 2
 . a bf w, p, r q c w q c p belongs to E. Therefore, each integrand f of1 2
 .the form 6.1 belongs to E ; F.
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 .2. Set a s 1 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 , a s 4, b , g s 2. Consider the spacei
 .M a , b , g , a and let E and F be a as defined in Section 3. Consider an
integrand
22 2 2f w , p , r s 8w w y 1 q p q r q b , where b ) 0. .  .
 .  .It is easy to see that f g M a , b , g , a for all b large enough, m f s b,
 .  w ..  .  w ..and the functions w t s 0 t g 0, ` and w t s 1 t g 0, ` are1 2
 .  .f -good configurations. Therefore f g M a , b , g , a _ F for all b large
enough.
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